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EuroChef USA is the Exclusive importer  
of the Verona brand for the United States
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WALL OVENS+ 

Verona® represents innovative 
Italian-crafted appliances for the  
home and is exclusively imported  
by EuroChef USA.  The Verona brand  
continues to be committed to  
exceptional quality and steadfast 
performance in residential cooking  
appliances including ranges, cooktops,  
wall ovens, ventilation systems, dishwashers  
& refrigerators.  Verona cooking appliances  
and its built-in collection are designed and  
assembled in Italy and represent decades  
of tradition, continuous technological research  
and relentless innovation. The brand delivers  
functional products that pack performance and  
elegance for the devoted home chef with a  
passion for design.

The Verona built-in appliance options will take any kitchen  
to the next level of beauty and performance. Each  
piece brings together the finest materials, desirable  
features and highest-level functionality. The assortment  
features beautifully crafted models that are available  
in exclusive sizes and fuel connection choices.  
Each model is equipped with the most sought 
after features including convection fans,  
commercial-style broilers,  high-quality finishes 
and hand-finished details for the ultimate 
built-in appliances for the home. 

Create a cooking space that exudes 
luxury, enhances performance and  
seamlessly coordinates with any Verona 
cooking appliance for the perfectly 
paired kitchen of your dreams.



 

WALL OVENS 
Verona Wall Ovens offer sleek designer features, superior  
cooking technology and a sharp price point to ensure that  
this is no ordinary kitchen appliance.

30” GAS WALL OVEN 30” GAS FEATURES 

24” GAS WALL OVEN

          3.5 Cu. Ft Capacity
                    2 Halogen Lights      
                                  Analog Temperature Gauge    
                                         Convection Fan 
                               EZ Glide Rolling Rack 

                                                                         

Verona’s exclusive gas built-in oven offers full-size performance 
in a convenient gas-powered 24” size.

Features include instant burner ignition, commercial style 
infrared broiler and an ez-clean porcelain surface.

24” ELECTRIC 110 VOLT OVEN 
Verona’s exclusive 110V built-in oven requires 20 Amps of service, but performs with all 
of the power needed for professional results. 

The 24” size features electronic controls, eight cooking functions and a pre-heat to 350° 
in as little as 16 minutes.

30” SELF CLEANING 
ELECTRIC OVEN

With eight cooking functions and built-in 
safety features, the 30-inch x 24-inch oven 

delivers both luxury and performance.

This unique sized built-in features a large 
capacity oven equipped with European 

convection and easy to use self-clean mode.

DESIGNER SERIES  
COOKTOP COLLECTION 
The exquisite collection of Designer Series Gas Cooktops are designed 
and assembled in Italy to add both function and beauty to the kitchen. 

Each gas powered model features high efficiency brass burners and 
continuous cast iron grates that allow for optimal heat transfer and 
distribution for ideal cooking results.

BUILT-IN    W A L L  O V E N S  &  C O O K T O P S
Stainless Steel Matte Black

Available in:

30”

36”

24” 12”

Brass Burners              Triple Ring Burner

Continuous Cast Iron Grates           Ergonomic Soft-Touch Knobs 


